The single-scan (SS) method for estimating the local cerebral metabolic rate of glucose (LCMRG) from F-18 deoxyglucose (FDG) positron emission tomography (PET) scan data originated with Soko loff et al. (1977) and was later refined by Phelps et al. (1979) and Huang et al. (1980) to include the ef fect of dephosphorylation. This method is herein called SS(SPH). Hawkins et al. (1981) showed that, for ischemic tissue, the SS(SPH) method produces estimates of LCMRG that are about 50% too low only on the data, whether the LCM RG estimate should be computed using prior information from normal or isch emic tissue. The ability of BE to make this selection gives it an advantage over the other methods. The BE method can be used as a SS method or can use any number of PET scans. We conducted Monte Carlo studies com paring BE as a SS method with the other SS methods, all using a single scan at 60 min. We found SS(H) to be strongly superior to SS(SPH) and SS(B), and we found BE to be definitely superior to SS(H). Key Words: FDG method-Cerebral glucose metabolic rate-PET scan Single scan-Stroke-Bayes estimation. on average. Their reference value for the compar ison was based on a direct method: computation of estimates of the rate constants by nonlinear least squares estimation from a sequence of scans re peated from injection until 3 h postinjection. The direct method is known to produce accurate esti mates of the rate constants. Subsequently, Brooks (1982) introduced a different SS method, herein called SS(B), and claimed that it should reduce the errors of SS(SPH).
The SS methods use prior information in the form of the mean FDG rate constants from the normal population. Wilson et al. (1984) introduced a Bayes regression (BR) method that uses prior in formation in the form not only of the means, but also of the variances and correlations or covari ances of the rate constants among individuals in the population. These means, variances, and covari ances are simply called the prior means and the (matrix of) prior variances and covariances. As does the direct method, BR computes estimates of the rate constants from which the LCMRG esti-mate is constructed, but BR does not have the re quirement of sampling over long time periods; in fact, it can be used as a SS method. The direct method would, with high probability, fail to con verge (in iterative nonlinear least-squares estima tion) if a good scan design were not used in data collection (rapid scans in early times and scans car ried out to the very late times). BR can converge in a poor scan design because of the use, in matrix inversion, of the matrix of prior variances and co variances. In fact this is the only reason for intro ducing BR, since the direct method is the method of choice when applicable. Wilson et al. (1984) carried out Monte Carlo sim ulation studies to compare SS(SPH), SS(B), and BR, the latter using 12 scans up to 60 min and the SS methods using the 60-min scan. Their results showed that, for normal tissue, the three methods give roughly equivalent results. For ischemic tissue, however, the results showed a strong ranking of the three methods with BR much better than SS(B) and SS(B) much better than SS(SPH).
For all three methods, the prior information used was from normal tissue (Huang et aI., 1980) . Al though it was determined that better results (mean and root-mean-square percentage of error) could be obtained by using prior information from ischemic tissue when analyzing ischemic tissue, it was felt that there should be no requirement for preliminary perfusion scans to determine the perfusion status of a given region. Any given region could have perfu sion ranging from normal to severely ischemic, in cluding all intermediate values, and a procedure was sought that would be robust to perfusion status.
One problem arose with the BR procedure as de fined by Wilson et al. (1984) . BR requires use of the value of the noise variance in the given set of data. Preliminary studies showed that if the correct value were assumed known and used in analysis of data from ischemic tissue, the BR had a negative bias of 10-12% although it was distinctly superior to both SS methods. It was found empirically that, over a wide range of simulated noise variance, if the value of the noise variance used in BR was arbitrarily set to 0.1, the bias was essentially removed without in creasing the RMSE% (root-mean-square per centage of error) in ischemic tissue and only mini mally increasing it for normal tissue. While the re sults were very encouraging, the lack of a theoretical justification for the selection of the value of the noise variance used in BR weakened the argument for its use.
One aim of this article is to present a modifica tion of the BR method, herein called Bayes estima-tion (BE), that is free of this difficulty. Another aim is to present a further modification that, based only on the data, provides a criterion for allowing the BE method to select whether the BE estimate of LCMRG should be based on prior information from normal or ischemic tissue. The ability of BE to make this selection gives it an advantage over the other methods, and it is studied here as a SS method.
Subsequent to publication of the papers men tioned above, Hutchins et al. (1984) presented a unified discussion of SS methods and proposed a new SS method, herein called SS(H), which they argue should be the SS method of choice in isch emic tissue. In this article, we use Monte Carlo simulation studies to compare BE as a SS method with SS(H), SS(B), and SS(SPH). We also compare these methods in analysis of data from five stroke patients of Hawkins et al. (1981) that have been an alyzed by the direct method.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Development of the Bayes estimation procedure
BR, when applied to data from a good scan design, provides estimates of rate constants that can be inter preted as a weighted average of the set of prior mean rate constants and the set of estimates that would be obtained by application of the direct method to the given data. The weights are, respectively, (a) the inverse of the matrix of prior variances and covariances, and (b) the inverse of the matrix of variances and covariances of the rate con stant estimates that would be obtained by the direct method with the given data. Of course, with a poor scan ning design, the direct method would almost surely fail to converge, but the convergence of the BR method is stabi lized by the prior variance-covariance matrix. BR re quires the value of the noise variance in the data, and BE is a modification that replaces this requirement with a re quirement for the distribution (among individuals in the population) of the noise variance. Although BR can be expressed as a regression method as in Wilson et al. (198 4 ) , it is derived by assuming knowledge of the distri bution of the rate constants among individuals in the pop ulation. In the Appendix, we show the derivation of BE, which cannot be expressed simply as a regression method.
Assume that k1, k2' k3' and k4 are the rate constants 1 in the three-compartment FDG model (e. g., Phelps et aI., 1979 ) . The expression for the total concentration of FDG plus FDG-6-P04 in the (local region of) brain tissue is known to be
in which G) denotes convolution; Cp(t) is plasma FDG concentration at time t; and al through a4 are the macro parameters, 2 with a4, a2 = [k2 + k3 + k4 ::t::
Let the set of mid-scan times be tl, t2, ... , tn. (Although our simulation studies involved only a single scan, or n = I, the general method is described here. ) It is most con venient to estimate the macroparameters and then con vert to rate constants by solving Eq. 2; furthermore, below we will give a rationale for the use of the estimate of al as one of two BE estimates of R == klkAk2 + k3). 3
Let a be the set of four macroparameters, i. e. , ai' a2, a3, and a4' Re-express C(t) as C(a,tj) to emphasize depen dence on unknown a at time tj and then shorten it to Cj(a). (Do not confuse the subscript i, which denotes time tj, with that used in Phelps et aI. , 1979 , in which i denotes the ith region. Here we omit the subscript denoting re gion, for convenience. ) Let Yj be the noisy PET observa tion of Cj(a). For a given value of a, we have E(Yj) = Cj(a), where E( ) denotes the statistical expected value.
Let y be the set of n observations, YI, .. . , Yn' Let e == e(a, y) denote the true sum of squared errors: e = �r� I {yj -Cj(aW. Let v be the variance of Yj -Cj(a), assumed here to be common for all i. Let or = lIv, the "precision." (It is more convenient to assume prior information for or than for v.)
The appendix gives the derivation of the equation that must be solved to yield the BE estimates of a. The prior information required in the solution consists of estimates of the parameters ao, n, 0, and f.l. The ao is the set of prior means of a in the distribution of a among indi viduals in the population, and n is the matrix of prior variances and covariances of a in this distribution. The 0 and f.l are defined such that the mean and variance of or, in its distribution among individuals in the population, are o/f.l and 0/(f.l 2 ), respectively. The prior information param eters ao, n, 0, and f.l are obtained by processing the re sults of direct method analyses of each of a sample of individuals from the population. The BE estimates of a are the solution of Eq. 3:
for k = 1, 2,3,4 , where C kj(a) = aCj(a)/aak; uij is defined by n-I = U = (Ujj); and the prior parameter ao has ele ments aol, ... , a04• The solution to Eq. 3 is obtained twice: once using the prior parameters ao and n from normal tissue and once using these prior parameters from ischemic tissue. The highest probability solution, the solution producing the 2 a2 and a4 are called UI and U2 in Phelps et al. (1979) . Here we need specific notation for all four macroparameters. Note that a2 highest value in Eq. IO of the Appendix, is chosen as the BE estimate of a. We used analytical derivatives for C kj(a), but otherwise we used numerical differentiation to solve Eq. 3 by a Newton-Raphson method with ao as the starting values. The normal tissue prior parameters we used for ao and n are (gray matter) (0.035 25 ,0.004303,0.0 6722, 0.1942) 6.44 9E -7 6.478 E-6 -3.1 37E-6 (4 ) obtained from data given in Hawkins et al. (1981) .
The prior parameters we used for 0 and f.l are I) = 3.3 41 and f.l = 0.0 0 6791, obtained from the mean squared errors (MSEs) of fit of direct-method analysis of the isch emic and contralateral normal regions from five stroke patients from Hawkins et al. (1981) as follows. In all our analyses, all brain values were first normalized to have mean brain value unity. The average RMSE% of fit in these IO regions was 5% (of the mean brain value). Mean and variance of the or (== lIMSE) values are defined (see Appendix) to be o/f.l and 0/f.l 2 , respectively. If we let X and S 2 be the mean and varianc� of the observed recip rocal MSE values, we found X = 49 1.95 and S 2 = 72 441.6 6. Setting X = o/f.l and S 2 = 1)/f.l 2 and solving for f.l and 0 gave the values shown above. 4
The BE estimates of a can be converted to BE esti mates of klo ... , k4 by solving Eq. 2 for the rate con stants. The BE estimate of R == klkAk2 + k3) can then be constructed. Hereafter, we call this estimator BE(k). We found that all three SS estimators as well as BE(k) have negative bias. For this reason, we also studied another BE estimator of R, defined as BE(a) = ill' where ill is the BE estimator of al' The rationale for considering BE(a) is as follows: Brooks (1982) pointed out that one can write al = ()R, where ()� 1 as k4�0. We noticed that, for the patients and subjects studied by the direct method to allow accurate estimates of the rate constants, () = 1.0 5 on average with only small variation among individuals. Thus, using ill as an estimator compensates for some (but not all) of the negative bias of BE(k).
Construction of the Monte Carlo simulation
Consider a as randomly distributed among the simu lated subjects in a "simulation population." We con-4 We had additional MSEs of fit from direct-method analysis of three regions of each of four normal subjects. However, the values all fell below the values from the stroke patients and, when these were incorporated with other values to obtain 1) = 1.182 and f.l = 8.882E-4, the BE algorithm failed to converge for the ischemic region of one stroke patient, whereas with the above values no difficulty was encountered. structed the simulation distribution of a to be 10g-normaP in order to rule out negative components in any a in the simulation population.
Let L be the set logarithms of a, and let I and S be, respectively, the mean and the matrix of variances and covariances of L in the simulation population. If a is log normal then L is normal. Random selection of an a from the simulation population consists of randomly selecting an L and then exponentiating the elements. If h is a set of four computer-generated realizations of independent standard normal variates (mean = 0, variance = 1), then a randomly selected L can be computed as Sill h + I, where Sill is the upper-triangular square r�t of S. (For computation with this expression, hand L are treated mathematically as column vectors.) Over an ensemble of realizations of h , L will be distributed normally with mean vector I and variance-covariance matrix S.
We constructed I and S as the mean and variance-co variance matrix, respectively, of the logarithms of the macroparameters corresponding to the gray matter rate constants reported by Hawkins et al. (198 1) for the six ischemic regions. To correspond to the randomly selected a, a plasma curve Cp(t) was generated as a combination of five exponentials with coefficients randomly selected but constrained so that the noise-free brain curve, C(t) in Eq. I, rises over the first hour to match clinical experience. Noise was then added to the noise-free brain curve at designated mid-scan times to yield the simulated PET data. The distribution of the noise added was normal with the mean at 0 and the standard deviation at 5% of the brain value. The single-scan time used for analysis by all four methods was 60 min.
We had found in an earlier report (Wilson et aI., 1986 ) that errors in SS(SPH) were strongly dependent on the true value of R. So for these simulation studies, we simu lated 100 sets of data in each of eight intervals of R from 0. 01 to 0.0 3 with interval widths of 0.0 02 5. To generate data for a specified interval in R, repeated realizations of a were generated at random. For each a generated, the corresponding values of the rate constants, and then R, were computed. For each R falling in the specified in terval, the corresponding value of a was used to simulate a patient brain curve. For each R not falling in the speci fied interval, the value of a was discarded, and another realization of a was generated. This process was con tinued until 100 random realizations of a were generated with the corresponding values of R in the specified in terval.
RESULTS
All results are described in terms of percentage of error relative to true value of R, which is the same as percentage of error relative to true LCMRG since the ratio P g fLC is a common multi plier in both the true LCMGR and its estimate. For analysis of human data, "true" R value was taken to be that obtained from direct method analysis. 5 One might argue that in constructing the BE algorithm we should have used a log-normal distribution in Eg. 7 of the Ap pendix. There are some advantages to this that we may study in future research. In particular it would guarantee nonnegative es timates.
Results of simulation studies
In general, the results of the simulation studies showed BE(a) to be superior to BE(k) and to the three strictly SS methods. Of the three strictly SS methods, SS(H) was clearly best and SS(SPH) clearly worst. Figure 1 shows a plot of RMSE% versus R for 800 simulated studies in 0.01 � R � 0.03. In each of the eight intervals of R, 100 studies were simulated and then analyzed by all of the methods.
In 0.0125 � R � 0.025, BE(a) showed important improvement over SS(H). The RMSE% for BE(a) in this region of R ranged from about 8 to 9.5, while the RMSE% of SS(H) ranged from about 14 to 15.5. In the interval 0.025 � R � 0.03, the superiority of BE(a) over SS(H) was less important. The RMSE% of BE(a) here was about 13 while that of SS(H) was about 16. The less strong behavior of BE(a) here is presumably due to the fact that R is in the normal range, but sometimes BE(a) chose to base the LCMRG computation on prior information from ischemic tissue due to noise in the data. Neverthe less, BE(a) remains superior in this region. For R below 0.0125, BE(a) is not superior to SS(H). In 0.01 � R � 0.0125, both procedures have RMSE%s about 11 or 12.
The RMSE% of BE(k) (not shown) ranged from about 10 in 0.01 � R � 0.0125 to about 16 in 0.0275 � R � 0.03. BE(k),s inferiority to BE(a) was thus only a few percentage points of RMSE% throughout the range of Fig. I . Figure 2 shows the mean percentage of errors for BE(a) and SS(H) for the same eight sets of 100 sim ulations depicted in Fig. I. This figure shows BE(a) to be essentially unbiased in 0.0125 � R � 0.02, and it shows SS(H) to have negative bias throughout. The range of percentages of errors of BE(a) and SS(H) is shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3 also allows one to determine the largest absolute per centage of error, and it shows that in 0.0125 � R � 0.0275, the largest absolute percentages of errors of BE(a) were smaller than those of SS(H).
Although not shown in the figures, additional simulation studies were conducted using five scans for BE(a). These scans were started at 1.5 min post injection and spaced 3.5 min apart until 33 min and spaced 5.5 min apart thereafter. These studies showed that, in the range of R of Fig. 1 , the RMSE% of BE(a) with five scans at these times was only a few percentage points smaller than that of BE(a) with a single scan at 60 min.
Results of analysis of patient data
In the data from five of the six stroke patients studied in Hawkins et al. (1981) , new ischemic and 
contralateral normal gray matter regions were iden tified that were not the same regions serving as the basis for that 1981 report and thus not the same re gions serving as the basis for our ischemic prior in formation. These five pairs of regions were ana lyzed by BE(a), SS(H), SS(B), and SS(SPH). Eval uation of errors was made with reference to direct-method analysis, which was possible be cause the scans had been repeated up to 3 h. Ta ble 1 shows the results, which are consistent with the findings of the simulation studies. Although in pa- tient 5N, BE(a) made a 20% error, Fig. 3 shows this is clearly possible.
As with the simulation studies, use of multiple scans with the patient data did not result in impor tant improvement in the BE(a) in LCMRG esti mates compared with the 60-min single-scan BE(a).
DISCUSSION
Although Bayesian procedures are not new in statistics per se, they appear to have been little
.
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"- used in nuclear medicine kinetic studies. Probably new in nuclear medicine is the computation of the BE estimate under several sets of prior information and selecting the estimate associated with the highest probability. This affords an advantage not available to those non-Bayes methods that use prior information. The present results clearly dem onstrate that these Bayes methods can improve the reliability and accuracy of LCMRG estimation from a single scan. In addition, the methods used here clearly generalize to other problems in which sev- eral sets of prior information are available, but there is no clear indication of which is best for a given region of tissue. Another methodology introduced to nuclear medicine here is that of a statistical or Monte Carlo simulation study for evaluating the behavior of an analysis procedure. We refer here not merely to the addition of noise to the data but also to the random sampling of sets of rate constants (or macropara meters) from a simulation population. When hundreds of studies are generated by this approach, one can study the distribution of the errors (or per centages of errors) of analysis methods. Here we presented certain aspects of that distribution: RMSE% (a measure of scatter plus bias), mean value, and extreme values.
An important and somewhat unexpected result is that BE(a) performed nearly as well as a single-scan procedure as it did with the use of several observa tions up to 60 min. The small benefit of such mul tiple scans would not seem to outweigh the logistic and cost advantage of a single scan for routine clin ical studies.
It is important to distinguish between (a) the va lidity of our "simulation population" as a means of comparing the several methods, and (b) the validity of using the parameters (means, variances, and co variances) in this same simulation population as prior parameters when analyzing human data for clinical or research purposes by the BE method. Although the simulation population has parameters obtained from the data of only six stroke patients, it is nevertheless valid to compare the methods by sampling rate constants (or macroparameters) from this population. On the other hand, the parameters of this distribution are based on too few patients for valid use as prior parameters in BE analysis of pa tient data. Before the Bayes estimation method is used clinically, a larger data base of rate constants (or macroparameters) from ischemic regions of other stroke patients should be obtained using the direct method; these macroparameters should be pooled with those of the existing six patients to provide improved prior parameter estimates to re place those given in Eq. 5. These additional studies would also provide more data on which to base the prior density of T. Further research is needed to de termine the approximate size of the data base re quired before the Bayes estimation method should be recommended for clinical use.
The strategy of selecting the prior parameters as sociated with the highest probability solution to Eq. 3 was chosen as a means of avoiding preliminary perfusion scans to evaluate the perfusion status. Clearly, if such scans are done, then better results can be expected from all of the methods when the appropriate prior parameters are used. In this case, perhaps prior parameters for "moderately isch emic" tissue would also be useful. Future research might be useful to compare the methods when using the appropriate prior information in each category of perfusion status.
Further research is needed to determine a method to remove the bias in BE(a) for large values of R (see Fig. 2 ). For other future research, we have already mentioned that use of the log-normal distribution for the prior density of a might lead to an improved numerical procedure. In addition, it might be useful to study the sensitivity of the BE procedure to variation in the parameters of the dis tribution of T. Finally, the scan time of 60 min was chosen primarily because Huang et al. (198 I) showed this was optimal for SS(SPH). Because many clinics use SS at 40 min, we performed 100 simulated experiments in 0.02 � R � 0.0225 with a single scan at 40 min. The RMSE% results of the analysis showed the 40-min scan to be inferior to the 60-min scan for all four methods studied, al though by only two or three percentage points for SS(H) and BE(a). Nevertheless, the optimal scan time for BE(a) is yet to be determined.
In evaluating the results of analysis of patient data, we used the so-called true R value obtained J Cereb Blood Flow Metab, Vol. 8, No.3, 1988 by direct-method analysis. This value is recognized to be dependent on the noise in the data and the PET sampling-time scheme. For these reasons, the simulation studies have greater credibility than the human studies.
In this research we have not included a vascular compartment term in the kinetic model. It would be useful if future research examined the effect of such a term on the comparisons we have made.
